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Chapter 2

Eating the rest of the meal and even extras, Norm and Natalie headed towards his place, it was closer.

He waddled across the pier, struggling to keep a decent pace. His stomach was sticking out so far from

the meal, Natalie was rubbing it as if he were a pregnant woman.

When they arrived at his house, he was fumbling with the keys too much, Natalie kissed him on

the cheek and took the keys off him.

“Awh Norm, you are such a good piggy. Let me.” She opened the door and pushed him in,

belly first, he stumbled through the door and straight to the couch.

That was the first time she called him piggy, he had a feeling that wouldn’t be the last, he did

expect that to be a turn off, but something excited him about it. He was a pig; a huge fat pig and he

revelled in it. Looking down now he saw his huge ball gut mostly on display, it had far exceeded what he

thought possible but it was still so arousing to him, to see his gravid form. His cock was becoming hard

under his stomach, flexing against the taut dome.

Natalie had that look again in her eyes, one like she was eyeing up her prey. For the first time
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Natalie had that look again in her eyes, one like she was eyeing up her prey. For the first time

Norm noticed something new with Natalie, her nipples were getting hard under her dress, it was hard to

tell from the black fabric but due to their size, they were visible.

Huge nipples to match the huge tits she had… Makes sense. Norm thought to himself.

Her hands lovingly rubbed his stomach as it rested heavily between his thighs, his cock being

pinned against the sofa and his belly. The full feeling was equal parts arousing as it was painful. He was

so stuffed but so horny, by the looks of Natalie’s nipples she was in a similar mood. Her hands were

roaming the his taut stomach and he was letting out soft groans of pleasure and discomfort.

“Do you like this?” She asks softly.

“Mmm Hmmm” Norm groaned back, loving his partner's touch.

“Me too… You are just… So… So full.” She said excitedly.

Natalie shook his stomach, causing it to bounce against his cock, this elicited a moan from the

bloated Norm. He flung his head back and felt Natalie continue to become rougher with his stomach,

she moved one of his legs and started to straddle it, her body pressing against his stomach, her huge

breasts hovering over his face. She lowered the top of her dress and released her breasts, still in their

bra, into the open. Seeing the amount of boob on display only aroused Norm further, he closed his eyes

and just enjoyed the sensations. He was too stuffed to move much more but he didn’t need to, Natalie

started to undo her bra and she guided her thick nipple into his mouth. The hard nub entering his mouth

made his eyes bolt open and he looked up at the pleasured face of Natalie as she was grinding his thigh,

her torso rubbing his round stomach.

Norms head was nearly consumed by her huge breast as he suckled greedily from her teat.

Natalie was starting to grind faster, her pleasure coming to a quick crescendo, she shook from the

explosive orgasm she felt.
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“More.” She said sternly.

Natalie jumped off Norm and rushed to the kitchen, Norm was unable to do much, seemingly

pinned to the sofa by his gargantuan belly. He got a chance to see it again before she returned and he

was convinced that it was rounder, bigger than before.

Must still be digesting. He thought to himself.

He was able to reach for his shirt and pull it up, revealing his black furry stomach, the cold air

wasn’t quite as abrasive as he thought, it was quite soothing. Natalie returned suddenly and rushed over

to Norm. She had removed her bra during her rummage through the kitchen, the rest of her clothes too

but Norm was too focused on her huge breasts.

They were very perky considering their size, however they did still succumb to gravity

somewhat, they did bounce and jiggle as she ran into the room. Norm didn’t even notice that she had

packets of crisps and other sweets in her hands, he was too mesmerised by her jostling chest.

Norm wasn’t given a second to say anything, Natalie just started to shovel food into his mouth,

which he graciously accepted. Natalie’s body leaned against his stomach and rubbed it with her free

hand, the other busy feeding Norm.

“Eat it… Eat it all…” She commanded, quickly finishing off the food.

She made a second and third trip into the kitchen to continue to feed Norm. He was all

consuming, he kept eating, pushing through the pain and resistance, constantly swallowing, and eating.

When she finished the third set of food she looked at Norm with fire in her eyes.

“You… You ate it all…” She said weakly. “It’s… It is all in here”.

Natalie’s hands both went to his stomach which had pumped up more, it didn’t have much more

stretch to give since they got home so the swelling wasn’t as forward as before, it now rose higher on
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stretch to give since they got home so the swelling wasn’t as forward as before, it now rose higher on

his torso. It looked like a true ball gut, something that started just under his newly formed moobs.

Natalie quickly jumped up and straddled his stomach, she was grinding his packed stomach

uncontrollably.  Norm was still so aroused from the events prior to this second feast, the events of the

feast only adding to it. The busty woman was now grinding his stomach, the feeling of his belly

undulating against his still rock-hard cock was driving him closer to the edge.

Lost in the lust, he started to kiss and lick her stomach, he just wanted to show her affection

anyway he could. He moved his hands to the sides of his stomach and started to shake and jiggle it, the

movements beneath Natalie causing her to scream in pleasure. Suddenly she was cumming again, hard.

She slipped off his stomach and not so graciously found herself on the floor, looking up towards

the sofa, she was turned on by what she saw. The gargantuan round belly of norm. Slick with a mixture

of her juices and sweat, she stared in awe. Then she saw for the first time, his cock. The tip was barely

visible thanks to his stomach crushing it against the sofa.

Natalie lifted herself off the floor and kissed the flat end of his cock, enjoying the feeling of his

huge belly resting against her face. Norm moaned from beyond the mountainous belly, Natalie kissed

again, this time burying her face against his stomach and sofa. Her tongue danced around the end of his

rigid rod. Pleasured moans from Norm filled the room. She knew she had to have more.

Her palms spread across the bottom of his stomach and she pushed, lifting the heavy gut up,

revealing more of his cock. She was shocked at how endowed he was.

Guess what they say about horses is true. She thought.

She pounced on it. Natalie was now sucking Norm’s rod, her hand needing to keep the massive

belly lifted to make sure she wouldn’t be crushed beneath it. Truth be told, she enjoyed that thought

very much. It didn’t take Norm too long to finally release his seed, it was a huge load, Natalie’s cheeks
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very much. It didn’t take Norm too long to finally release his seed, it was a huge load, Natalie’s cheeks

puffed up to contain the torrent from his balls before she swallowed it all. Spent and exhausted from the

stuffing, Norm rested his head back on the sofa’s back cushions and the last thing he felt was Natalie

sitting next to him, her hand playing with his mane.

* * *
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